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Many Hancock County residents and visitors have seen

performances in the historic H.J. Ricks Centre for the Arts –

perhaps even back when it was the Village Theater! Even

those who haven’t been in the theater have probably seen

the illuminated marquee.

The Friends of the Theater formed in 2017 to generate grants

and donations to help support downtown Greenfield’s only

performing arts venue. The volunteer group’s first task was

to update the marquee so it shines even brighter, a roughly

$30,000 project. HCCF supported this effort with a $4,000

grant as part of the 2019 Annual Grant Cycle.

“A brightly lit marquee sends an important message to

visitors: Hancock County is a place that values the arts,” says

Amy Studabaker, board president. “Additionally, restoration

of the marquee marks the first step to increasing visibility of

the Ricks and, ultimately, filling its performance calendar.”

Historically, the Ricks marquee has been utilized solely to

market performances coming to the theater, with the sign

going dim until the next act arrives. With a refurbished

marquee that boasts energy-saving LED bulbs, the Ricks has

the potential to serve as a 24-hour advertisement for any

number of things happening in the county.

The project's impact is not limited to

those 10,000 area residents who patronize

the theater each year. It has the potential

to reach any of the 11,000 motorists who

pass through the area daily. 

- Amy Studabaker

In 2019, the Cumberland Police Department held its third

Youth Police Academy, a week-long camp that allows youth in

the community to interact with police in a positive

environment. HCCF supported this program with a $1,000

grant to help offset the program costs. 

The Youth Policy Academy offered daily team building and

leadership activities, demonstrations from the officers, hands-

on activities, a Hancock County jail tour, and socializing with

peers and police officers. Last year, the department added

time with search and rescue dogs, an obstacle course, and

leadership skills/activities to the agenda. Thirteen children

ages 11-17 participated in the camp, four of which have

participated in each camp since 2017.

“Cumberland police officers will see youth academy

participants at other events throughout the year and the kids

will 'light up' when they see an officer they know,” says

Meagan Hartley, assistant to the chief with the Cumberland

Police Department. “Some of the participants now even want

to be police officers when they grow up.”
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The main goal of the camp is for our youth

to get to know our officers, understand

their jobs and duties, and know that they

(police officers) are humans with good

hearts. They know they can approach us in

public, stop in the department to say hi, or

even call us to check in. 

- Meagan Hartley


